REVISITING WOMANHO USE
Welcome to the (Deconstructed) Dollhouse
By Temma Balducci

omanhouse, an installation/performance piece

produced by Miriam Schapiro (b. 1923), Judy Chicago
(b. 1939), and young artists in the Feminist Art
Program at the California Institute of the Arts, was opened to
viewers at 533 Mariposa Street in Hollywood, California, from
January 30 to February 28, 1972.1 The work attracted thousands
of visitors and was the first feminist work to receive national
attention when it was reviewed in Time magazine.2 Within the
history of feminist art, however, Womanhouse has generated scant
scholarly notice. Judy Chicago's The Dinner Party (1979) has
instead become the exemplar of 1970s feminist art, often being
reproduced in introductory survey texts as the sole illustration of
feminist art. Undoubtedly, this lack of interest in Womanhouse
and other early feminist works stems in part from continued
assumptions about 1970s feminist art as essentializing-a
stereotype reinforced by the excessive focus on The Dinner Party.3
Despite scattered calls from feminist scholars over the past
decade to move beyond the notion of generational conflicts-the
(mistaken) idea that this art can be neatly divided into the
essentialist 1970s and the constructivist 1980s-there has been
remarkably little attention devoted to rethinking the 1970s
within the broader history of feminist art.4 Assumptions about
The Dinner Party as the major feminist production of the 1970s
has only served to foreground essentialism and minimize other,
often more complex, works of the decade. Perhaps revisiting the
significance of Womanhouse within the history of feminist art by
examining some of its rooms and performances, and particularly
The Dollhouse (P1. 6), will provide ways of considering that
history in a more cohesive, less divisive manner.
Few would argue that one of the most consistently and hotly
debated issues for feminist art-determining how scholars think
of its development and history-is how various works have
addressed the relationship between essential and constructed
identity. This supposed binary has all but defined the historiography of feminist art, and it is precisely this misreading that
makes Womanhouse a propitious place to begin imagining a broader history of feminist art. Womanhouse deftly draws attention to
the relationship between essential and constructed identities in
such a way that it complicates this false binary, and, in doing so,
provides a foundation of sorts for feminist art in its early acknowledgment of themes that continue to be relevant today.
Why has such an early, complex, and initially wellpublicized work as Womanhouse generated so little scholarly
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interest? Putting aside any prejudice toward the presumed
essentialism of the 1970s, there is the fact of its ephemeral
nature. Because most of the work for the project was destroyed
shortly after the exhibition closed, scholars today are unable to
visit the site, walk through and examine its rooms, or
experience the various performances that took place there. It is
thus difficult to imagine its impact on the artists as well as the
visitors/ viewers, many of whom, according to some accounts,
were moved to tears. The surviving remnants-a 1974 film,
photographs, The Dollhouse and other artifacts, and the
occasional revived performances--evoke increasingly remote
memories of the original. The work is also likely to be easily
overlooked because there is no single artist's name attached to
it. While Womanhouse was not the only collaborative work
from the period, it is notable that such works have rarely
found their way into mainstream art history texts. Indeed, The
Dinner Party is probably the best-known collaborative piece
from the period, yet it is typically attributed solely to Chicago
while her scores of volunteers remain nameless.6 At a more
visceral level, Womanhouse simply proved less controversial,
attention grabbing, and divisive than The Dinner Party. Finally,
because Womanhouse was produced so early, the critical
language and understanding were not yet in place to deal with
the complicated issues broached in the piece.
The roughly ten thousand people who entered the
seventeen-room space were confronted with a deconstruction
of the myth of the white, middle-class housewife as a satisfied,
fulfilled, domestic goddess.7 A widespread reaction against
that role had taken root in the United States as early as 1963,
with the publication of Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique, a
book that was influential in the making of Womanhouse.1 The
artists who produced Womanhouse used parody and
exaggeration as tools to undermine essentialist stereotypes
about women that limited them to domestic roles, making it
one of the earliest feminist artworks to question the
boundaries between essential and constructed meaning.
If, according to Judith Butler, acts of reiteration and parody
reveal the constructed nature of social roles, then Womanhouse
can be examined for its disruption of gender expectations for
the white, middle-class (presumably heterosexual) housewife
in the late sixties and early seventies.9 Butler specifically discusses the repetition of heterosexual constructs as a possible
site for the denaturalization of gender categories." She refers

primarily to the subversion
of heterosexuality through
gay and lesbian parody,
especially in drag, but her
point is relevant here as
well. In Womanhouse, the
parodic repetition of expectations for these white,
middle-class housewives in
the 1960s and 1970s underscores the performative
nature of their assigned
roles, and thus reveals the
requisite performance needed to sustain these roles.
This exploration of gender
roles in a project labeled
Fig. 1 Faith Wilding and Janis

"woman-house" serves to

confound notions of a rigid
essential vs. constructed
binary. On the one hand, the
very concept of a "womanhouse" is essentialist, as it
suggests a space reserved for women-women defined in
terms of their difference from men. Further, there is the underlying assumption that the issues addressed in such a
"woman-house" would be relevant to all women, regardless of
race, ethnic identity, age, class, or sexual orientation.
On the other hand, the circumscribed definition of "woman"
the artists adopted can be seen as an example of what Diana
Fuss has defined as the strategic use of essentialism." As I will
argue, Womanhouse was an attempt to rally against those
essentialisms that had been used to categorize women in both
the domestic and the artistic realms. William Wilson's 1972
review in the Los Angeles Times is indicative of the stereotypes
against which the artists were working. Wilson describes
Womanhouse as a "lair of female creativity" that "reminds us that
the female is our only direct link with the forces of nature and
that man's greatest creative acts may be but envious
shadowings of her fecundity."" His review exemplifies the
patriarchal attitudes about women's connection to the body,
nature, and the domestic, the very issues being interrogated by
the artists working on Womanhouse. Thus, while the artists'
definition of "woman" was limited, with few exceptions, by
their own biases and experiences as white, middle-class
heterosexuals, they were, simultaneously, critiquing societal
expectations about such women."3
The inspiration for Womanhouse has been attributed to Paula
Harper, an art historian working with the Feminist Art Program.'4
After giving her idea an enthusiastic reception, students in the
program formed small groups to search for an appropriate setting
for the proposed work. Rather quickly, one group found an abandoned seventy-five-year-old house that seemed suitable for the
project. They located the owner, Amanda Psalter, and negotiated
an agreement in which she would donate the house to the program for three months. The twenty-one students, along with
Schapiro and Chicago, arrived at the house on November 8, 1971,
Lester, Cock and Cunt (1972).
Through the Flower archive,
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to begin their work. Having been vandalized numerous times and
already slated for demolition, the structure was in an advanced
state of disrepair, with the stair rail missing, toilets dogged with
detritus, windows broken out, and countless other problems. The
artists had to deal with basic maintenance issues such as installing
lights and repairing windows in addition to undertaking the job
of transforming the house into a proper work environment and
exhibition space. They built walls and partitions, painted and
wallpapered, and refinished floors. The renovation effort entailed
a steep learning curve for the participating artists, as most, if not
all, of the skills needed to complete these tasks were generally
associated with men. Few of the women had ever worked with
power tools or had everyday dealings with hardware store personnel. The working conditions were far from ideal: the house
was a long commuting distance from the school and lacked heat,
plumbing, and hot water, among other things.
As changes were taking place to the structure, they were
also taking place within the students themselves. Along with
the difficult job of restoring the house to an acceptable
condition, the women held consciousness-raising sessions in
which they discussed and brainstormed about how to
approach individual rooms and projects, using their own
experiences of home and femininity as subject matter at a time
when content-based art in America was anathema. Individual
students tackled some rooms while others were collaborative
projects among several participants. After eleven weeks of
intensive work, Womanhouse opened to the public.

A

s visitors made their way through the house, viewing the
individual rooms and watching performances, gendered
expectations of domestic life were undermined at every turn.'5
The performance piece Cock and Cunt (Fig. 1), written by
Chicago and performed by Faith Wilding and Janice Lester,
tackled the construction of gender roles based on biological
difference. As indicated by the title, the two characters are
identified by comically outsized genitalia. The short, telling
dialogue between them ran in part as follows:
SHE (doing the dishes) Will you help me do the dishes?
HE (shocked) Help you do the dishes?
SHE Well they're your dishes as much as mine!
HE But you don't have a cock! (grasps cock and begins
stroking it proudly)
SHE What's that got to do with?
HE A cock means you don't wash dishes. You have a
cunt. A cunt means you wash dishes.
SHE (looking at cunt) I don't see where it says that on
my cunt.
HE (pointing at her cunt) Stu-upid, your cunt/pussy/
gash/ hole or whatever it is, is round like a dish. Therefore
it's only right for you to wash dishes. My cock is long and
hard and straight and is meant to shoot like guns or
missiles. Anyone can see that (strokes cock on each
emphasis)."
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This parody of traditional roles pointedly addresses these
functions as social constructions based on the body. When "He"
uses the woman's lack of a penis as a justification for her having
to wash the dishes, "She" points out that this requirement is not
specifically written on her body. "He" then concocts pseudoscientific reasoning to support his claim, thus attempting to
naturalize it: "round = dish," "long = missile."17 The pointed
questioning of the relationship between women and dishes
provides a striking contrast to The DinnerParty, where dishes are
directly associated with female genitalia. Rather than being used
as a site for celebratory, essentialist readings, the female body is
expressly invoked as a site that allows for the oppressive
positioning of women as domestic workers. If, as Judith Butler
argues, conditions of power must be reiterated in order to
persist, this work foregrounds the necessity of that reiteration
and radically disrupts it.18 This piece in particular suggests that
many of the artists involved in Womanhouse were more interested
in revealing the consequences of stereotyping than in positing
essentialist notions about the female body.
The female performance of beauty for the benefit of men was
parodied in several rooms in Womanhouse. The longing to look
beautiful and the concomitant fear of aging associated with the
white, middle-class housewife was movingly addressed in Leah's
Room (Fig. 2), created by Karen LeCoq and Nancy Youdelman.
The space was a watermelon-pink bedroom inhabited by LUa, a
character from Colette's novel, Chiri (1920), about an aging courtesan."9 Though stunning in her youth, as LUa ages, her young
lover, Ch6ri, loses interest. In the continuous daily performances,
visitors encountered LUa sitting at a dressing table meticulously
applying makeup, then removing it in dissatisfaction, only to
begin again in her futile effort to remain youthful looking.
According to Butler, subject formation takes place specifically as
the "incorporation of norms,"20 and it is precisely this internalization of expectations that is being explored in this piece. The
repetitive nature of the performance in Leah's Room reveals the
application of makeup by white, middle-class housewives as a
performance done for men as well as for their own internalized
narratives about what constitutes the feminine and the beautiful.
The underlying suggestion, that the housewife is to be constantly
sexually available, is made overt here by the fact that LUa is a
high-priced courtesan. The housewife, not encouraged to pursue
her own goals, must instead exchange sexual favors for economic protection and hope that she can disguise the effects of aging in
order to maintain her security.
Lipstick Bathroom by Camille Grey, and Shoe Closet (Fig. 3) by
Beth Bachenheimer reinforced the association of the female with
makeup, beauty, and self-display for the pleasure of a male partner. The extravagant number of shoes in the closet (excessive in an
early-1970s, pre-Carrie Bradshaw context), like the fiery lipstickred bathroom, underscored women's sometimes-frantic attempts
to meet societal expectations to be beautiful and fashionable. The
parodic exaggeration in the two rooms exposed the construction
of the housewife as an object of display who must continually
change her costume and mask for her husband's pleasure. Rather
than a tool for empowerment, performance is shown here to be an
act of desperation that allows women to remain sexually attractive to men to retain their economic stability.
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Fig. 2 Karen LeCoq and Nancy Youdelman, Leah's Room (1972),
mixed media site installation. Through the Flower archive.

Other pieces in Womanhouse parodied the construction of the
white, middle-class, housewife as happily devoted to serving the
needs of others, most evident in NurturantKitchen (Fig. 4) by
Susan Frazier, Vicki Hodgetts, and Robin Weltsch. Applied egg
forms on the ceiling gradually become breasts moving down the
wall, eventually surrounding the other sources of nutrition found
on the shelves of food and in the refrigerator. These items
underscore the traditional role of the female as nurturer as do the
increasingly sagging breasts that reference the physiological
changes attendant upon breastfeeding. The parody of the kitchen,
however, reveals these expectations to be monotonous and
burdensome. This was shown not only by the elision of difference
between the housewife and the room itself-both have breastsbut was also reinforced in the adjoining pantry. Here the viewer
saw a repetitive assembly line of dishes prepared for the
seemingly endless rounds of breakfast, lunch, and dinner that the
housewife was expected to prepare throughout her lifetime.
Plates of food placed under a row
of bald light bulbs highlighted the
factory-like, dehumanizing aspect
of this chore. Rather than showing
a reclamation or celebration of the
association between the female
body and nurturing, food
preparation was revealed as
tedious labor. Significantly, Aprons
in Kitchen by Susan Frazier, one of
the displays in the Nurturant
Kitchen, provided a solution for
the housewife. Because the aprons
were fashioned with breasts and
other body parts, the implication
was that when the housewife
Fig. 3 Beth Bachenheimer,
removed her apron she had not
only completed her household
Shoe Closet (1972), mixed
media site installation.
duties, but had also shed the
Through the Flower archive.
distinctive bodily characteristics
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Fig. 4 Susan Frazier, Vicki Hodgetts, Robin Weltsch, Nurturant
Kitchen (1972), mixed media site installation.

that have historically made her servile, again underlining
gender as a construct based on the body.
The myth that women find enjoyment and fulfillment
through housework was also the subject of two "maintenance"
pieces: Scrubbing, performed by Chris Rush, and Ironing (Fig. 5),
performed by Sandra Orgel.21 The stage directions were as
follows: "A woman is scrubbing the floor on her hands and
knees. All fours. Back and forth, over and over, her arms circle
and circle the floor in continuous motion scrubbing with a brush
and plenty of elbow grease. Later another woman irons a sheet,
then another. Or is it the same sheet? Then another."" Breaking
down, isolating, and performing such monotonous, banal (and
dehumanizing) chores for an audience served to foreground the
performative nature of the tasks and their role in the
construction of gender, radically undercutting their ideological
power. In the process of questioning the domestic arena, the
artists involved in Womanhouse revealed the underlying
patriarchal expectations that governed the domestic sphere
during this period as a first step to reclaiming the space on their
own terms, or even abandoning it altogether as a patriarchal
fiction that had been outgrown-much like a dollhouse.
rlhe

centerpiece of The Dollhouse Room, and one of the key

I elements of Womanhouse, was Sherry Brody and Miriam
Schapiro's The Dollhouse. (This surviving piece of the project
now resides in the Smithsonian Institution.) The work subverts
the traditional gender expectations perpetuated through a
seemingly innocuous children's plaything. As a house in
miniature that was located within the larger house, The
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Dollhouse can be seen as symbolic of the whole, alluding to the
use of play found throughout the project-the dressing up and
role-playing that are at the core of the parody and exaggeration
in Womanhouse. Its title, The Dollhouse also suggests a possible
source for the name Womanhouse.
The Dollhouse, like Womanhouse, addresses the construction of
gender. Beginning in the seventeenth century, when modern
gender roles first began to take shape in Europe, the private and
public spheres were discursively assigned to women and men,
respectively.23 Around the same time, in Germany and the
Netherlands, elaborate miniature houses first came into use as
conversation pieces for upper-class women.2" While providing
the women with a creative outlet, the miniature houses also
reinforced gender roles, becoming an outward manifestation of
increasingly internalized norms. Even in the dollhouses
belonging to women with no children, the largest rooms were
often the lying-in room and nursery, thus reflecting the
pervasiveness of feminine ideals that placed women in domestic
and, more specifically, maternal roles.25 In the late-nineteenth
century, miniature houses were being mass-manufactured and
became associated with children's play, where they have
continued to serve in the normalization of gender roles.
Through parody and exaggeration, the six rooms in The
Dollhouse critique the roles that white, middle-class women in
mid-twentieth-century America were expected to perform and
can be seen as a model for reading the entire Womanhouse project.
In the upper right of this miniature house is the artist's studio.
There, on a pedestal, stands a nude, tumescent man with a tray
of bananas at his feet. His importance is difficult to overestimate,
as the only other human figure inside The Dollhouse is a
diminutive woman at her dressing table on the floor below.
According to the catalogue, the artists who made the figure were
influenced by Linda Nochlin's photograph of a nude man
holding a tray of bananas with which she parodied paintings
and photographs from the nineteenth century that associated
women's breasts with apples.26 His presence in the studio thus
likens him to the many portrayals of nude women in Western
visual culture not only in the nineteenth century, but also since
the Renaissance.27 The references to past art, along with his
position on a pedestal, suggest that the figure is meant to be read
as a model and he is referred to as such in the catalogue.
The figure's erect penis hints at a humorous reversal of the
notion that linked artistic creativity with male sexual potency.
The idea that male sexuality is the wellspring of creativity was a
stock assumption in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth
centuries. It surfaces repeatedly in statements made by male
artists of the period about their own creative processes. For
example, Wassily Kandinsky compared the blank canvas to a
pure virgin that he had to bend to his will and conquer; PierreAuguste Renoir, suffering from arthritis late in life, claimed that
he managed by painting with his prick. Artists were not the only
ones to make such remarks. Sigmund Freud argued that in order
to make full use of his libido for cultural aims a man must forgo
his sexual urges, implying that creativity and libido are
necessarily coupled. 28 Womanhouse, of course, was neither the
first nor the only artwork to parody this notion. Artists as diverse
as Andy Warhol, Louise Bourgeois (b. 1911), and Lynda Benglis
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(b. 1941) have made pointed and mocking references to the
assumed connections between the penis and creativity.
There is, however, another potential reading for the artist's
studio that is tied more specifically to the issues of gender
construction addressed elsewhere in Womanhouse. Considering the
absence of an artist in the studio (male or female), the nude figure
cannot be read simply as a model. Though the man is nude and
tumescent, he is not otherwise sexualized or vulnerable. He is not,
for example, lying down or posed in a sexually suggestive
manner. With his upright stance and presence on the top floor, he
dominates not only the artist's studio but also the entire Dollhouse.
His solitary presence in the studio can also be read as an
exaggerated stereotype of the potent artist whose creativity
derives from his male sexuality. This reading is underscored by the
easel to his right, on which is displayed a miniature version of
Schapiro's Sixteen Windows (1965). This minimalist, grid-like work
of art references the then-predominant artistic style in the malecontrolled art world.29 Had the studio been intended as a female
space, Schapiro more likely would have either displayed one of
her "femmages," with which she was already experimenting, or
represented the male figure/model on the canvas?. By satirizing
the exalted status of the male artist through exaggeration and
parody, the artist's studio is a reminder to the viewer about the
place of women in both the artistic and domestic realms-all but
absent in one and diminished in the other.
Occupying the uppermost floor of The Dollhouse, the artist's
studio and, to its left, the nursery point to the housewife's
constricted place in the supposedly female sphere of the home."
Dominating these rooms are the man (creative, ready for sex)
and a crib in which the baby has been replaced by a monster
(suggesting an overly demanding child?), thus underlining the
hierarchy in the patriarchal structure these artists were
interrogating. The housewife has no place in which to fully and
freely pursue her own interests, and all the remaining roomsdressing room, bedroom, parlor, and kitchen-are devoted to
caring for and/or pleasing her husband and child. The lack of
furniture in the parlor suggests that it serves primarily as a
showplace, and, ominously, there are men on the ground floor
looking in through the kitchen window, implying the constant
surveillance of domestic activity.
The idiom "a woman's place is in the home," is most
obviously addressed in the two rooms on the middle floor, the
dressing room and the bedroom, both of which contain beds.
In a subversive remaking of these spaces, Brody and Schapiro
expose the role of the housewife as a sex object during a period
when such women were expected to have few interests outside
the domestic arena. Nominally a woman's private space, the
dressing room is devoted to the wife's ongoing concern with
beauty and the effects of aging in order to satisfy her husband
in the adjacent bedroom. Moreover, a framed photograph of a
movie star represents the impossible beauty ideals toward
which women strived. The woman's diminutive size and her
position at the dressing table indicate her status in the home,
especially in contrast to the much larger, upright male figure
above. The bedroom, significantly named "The Seraglio,"
suggests an exotic setting where harems were kept, complete
with carpeted walls, brightly patterned bed coverings, pillows
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Fig. 5 Sandra Orgel, Ironing (1972). Through the Flowerarchive.

on the floor, and rare birds.32 This association of the housewife
with the imprisoned inhabitants of a harem (or with the
courtesan LUa), whose sole purpose was to be always sexually
available, suggests the exchange of sexual favors in return for
economic security that middle-class marriage offered. Again,
the dressing room and "The Seraglio" remind viewers that these
supposedly private spheres of women are permeated by the
assumptions and expectations of patriarchal society.
The Dollhouse is thus a subversion of the "toy" dollhouse as a
place for the normalization of gender roles. As such it provides a
key to reading the entire Womanhouse project, which itself
interrogated gender roles. Womanhouse exposed and rejected the
idea of the housewife as a beautiful doll expected to perform
without complaining, to be pliable and nonresistant, and to
have no demands or needs of her own but to exist as a male
construction, created to fulfill his needs. It is in this way that The
Dollhouse reveals the source of the project title. Attempting to
undercut the childlike stereotype of the white, middle-class
housewife, the artists reconceptualized the doll as a woman
with her own valid opinions and desires, thus creating a
"womanhouse." This deconstruction of an essentialist category
that inadvertently establishes yet another essentializing
category reveals the complexities not only of the
essential/ constructed binary, but also of Womanhouse itself as
one of the earliest feminist pieces to deal with such issues.
Other projects at the Feminist Art Program at Fresno and at
the California Institute of the Arts between 1970 and 1975 were
using parody and exaggeration to deconstruct essentialisms and
to posit femininity as a social construct. Leading up to
Womanhouse, the student artists created a number of projects
related to exploring the expectations for white, middle-class,
heterosexual women. For example, Chicago and her students at
Fresno staged a mock beauty pageant; the women dressed as
various female stereotypes, such as Whore, Victorian Lady, and
Kewpie Doll, and made a photograph themselves, titled Miss
Chicago and the California Girls (1970).2 They scoffed at the
expectations they had grown up with: to be beautiful, to be
concerned with their bodies, and to be on display for the
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pleasure of men. As in Womanhouse, they turned parody into
power-mocking the insidiousness of stereotypes that enable
gender expectations. In Cunt Cheerleaders(1970), four artists had
donned pink and red jerseys with letters that together spelled
out "cunt," making fun of both the exclusive association of
women with this body part and the expectation that women put
themselves on display to arouse male desire. By forcing such
underlying assumptions into the open, the artists made them
crudely obvious and thus powerless.
The use of the female body in these and other works has
often been misread or dismissed, either as essentializing or as
reiterating male paradigms for the representation of women. In
"Screening the 1970s," Griselda Pollock writes: "In the works of
Judy Chicago ... the woman's sexualized body functions as the
sign of the reclaiming of women's essential identity and
integrity. Sexuality is understood within this tradition as a
quality or attribute, innate, essential and liberating."4 Pollock
conflates Chicago's work in Womanhouse with later productions
such as The Dinner Party, which, with its celebratory use of
central-core imagery, is profoundly essentializing. In pieces such
as NurturantKitchen or Cock and Cunt, the female body was used
as a parodic disruption of gender expectations rather than for
essentializing purposes. Thus, arguably, Womanhouse had a
more significant impact on later feminist art than has the more
controversial and divisive (though iconic) Dinner Party.As other
scholars have noted, the narrowing of feminist art of that decade
to this one work, Judy Chicago, and central-core imagery has
only reinforced a false dichotomy within feminist art.35
In their efforts to reassess feminist art of the 1970s, some art
historians have focused on the essentializing aspects of works of
art that could be read differently. In The Power of Feminist Art, for
example, editors Norma Broude and Mary Garrard include
their 1993 interview with Judy Chicago. In response to their
question, "What kind of reception did Womanhouse have in Los
Angeles?" Chicago replies that she is disturbed that although
the ideas behind the radical work done in Womanhouse have
moved into the mainstream, their sources have been ignored.
Chicago does not elaborate further, and Broude and Garrard
do not pursue the topic but instead ask their next question: "Tell
us how you developed what has come to be called your centralcore imagery?" In moving directly from Womanhouse to centralcore imagery, the interview, perhaps unintentionally, implies a
connection between Womanhouse and central-core imagery.
With few exceptions, the artists who produced Womanhouse
were themselves white, heterosexual, and middle-class, and
their work is, necessarily, a product of that positioning. While
attempting to speak for "woman," these artists were voicing
the concerns more specifically related to their racial, class, and
sexual positioning in the late sixties and early seventies.
However, despite these gaps in critical consciousness, which
are so blatantly obvious from a twenty-first century
perspective, it is more productive to read Womanhouse in ways
that problematize exclusively essentialist readings. Through
the use of parody and exaggeration, the artists who produced
this remarkable project were intent on deconstructing
oppressive stereotypes that limited the roles of white, middleclass, heterosexual women. A one-dimensional reading of the
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work as essentializing does a disservice to its complexities.

Employing postmodern feminist theory to complicate
readings of early feminist works of art unsettles the binaries
between essential and constructed meanings that have been
used to pigeonhole and invalidate these early works.
Womanhouse helped lay the groundwork for the exploration of
gender construction through parody and exaggeration that
continues to be important for feminist art. I hope that this essay
illuminates the ways in which specific works such as
Womanhouse can be re-examined within a more comprehensive
history of feminist art-one that includes the 1970s as a
germinal decade that had a decisive impact on the themes and
subjects of later feminist art. 0
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